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Abstract
Recent object re-identification (Re-ID) approaches tend to use heavy models (e.g.,
ResNet-50 or ResNet-101) to guarantee performance, which requires massive computations. Although knowledge distillation (KD) methods can be applied to learn light
student models from heavy teacher models, numerous existing KD research has shown
that significant architectural differences between students and teachers prevent students
from achieving good accuracy. For that, we propose a joint distillation and pruning (JDP)
method to learn teacher-like and light (TLL) students for object Re-ID. Given a heavy
teacher, JDP applies a student that holds the same overall architecture but a tiny local
adjustment. Specifically, we design a pruner-convolution-pruner (PCP) block to replace
a K × K convolutional layer of the student network. The pruner is a 1 × 1 convolutional
layer and initialized identity matrices to maintain the original output. During the student training phase, the student is jointly supervised by the KD loss and group LASSO
loss functions. The KD loss function promotes the student to learn knowledge from the
teacher. The group LASSO loss function enforces pruners to realize the channel sparsity
for filtering unimportant channels. A PCP block can be simplified into a light convolutional layer during the testing phase since multiple linearly convolutional layers in series
can be equivalently merged into one convolutional layer. As a result, a TLL student is
acquired. Extensive experiments show that our JDP method has superiority in terms of
accuracy and computations, e.g., on the VeRi-776 dataset, given the ResNet-101 as a
teacher, our TLL student saves 80.00% parameters and 78.52% FLOPs, while the mAP
only drops by 0.17%.

1

Introduction

Given an image as a query, object re-identification (Re-ID) aims to retrieve object images
of the same identity from a large-scale image gallery. Due to the high demand in intelligent
c 2021. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
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video surveillance systems, persons and vehicles are two dominant targets in object Re-ID.
However, due to person or vehicles captured by different places, times, and camera views,
both person Re-ID and vehicle Re-ID are challenging.
Although object Re-ID methods [11, 20, 31, 34] achieve significant progress, they require large testing computations because of applying a heavy network. In order to reduce
testing computations, there are three critical methods: (1) knowledge distillation (KD) methods [1, 7, 9, 10, 17, 18, 19, 23, 28, 29], (2) structured pruning [5, 14, 27, 35], and (3) structural re-parameterization [2, 3, 4]. KD methods assign a light student network to learn dark
knowledge from a well-trained heavy teacher network, i.e., minimizing Kullback-Leibler divergences or Euclidean distances between data resulting from the teacher and the student.
However, due to significant architectural differences (e.g., great depth differences and different basic blocks) between teachers and students hinder students learning knowledge from
teachers, limiting students’ performance.
Unlike KD methods, structured pruning methods abandon unimportant channels to directly prune a light network from a heavy network. For example, the structured sparsity
learning method [27] applies sparse functions (e.g., group LASSO [30]) on parameters of
convolutional layers to find unimportant channels. Similarly, the slimming method [14] further thins models via allocating group LASSO functions on parameters of batch normalization layers. Although structured pruning methods could learn light models, they would lose
accuracy performance since parameter sparse functions conflict with traditional parameter
decay (i.e., L2 regularization), who tend to learn evenly distributed parameters.
Recently, for boosting accuracy performance, structural re-parameterization [3, 4] methods firstly complicate a network by replacing a convolutional layer as diverse branches of
different scales and complexities, e.g., sequences of convolutions, multi-scale convolutions,
and average pooling. Then, structural re-parameterization [3, 4] equivalently converted those
diverse branches into a single convolutional layer for accelerating inference. Although structural re-parameterization methods could improve accuracy performance and inference speed,
there is still room for accelerating inference because they only convert complicated networks
to the original ones. In summary, we still lack an approach to effectively combine those three
critical methods to compress models and maintain good accuracy performance.
In this paper, we propose a joint distillation and pruning (JDP) method to learn teacherlike and light (TLL) students for object re-identification, which essentially combines KD,
pruning and re-parameterization technologies. The student initially holds the same architecture to the teacher. We design a pruner-convolution-pruner (PCP) block to replace a K × K
convolutional layer of the student network. In each PCP, group LASSO functions are applied to supervise the two new pruners rather than the convolution layer, which is to avoid
accuracy performance loss caused by direct pruning the convolution layer. Besides, for further ensuring the student’s performance, we apply the KD loss functions to directly guide
the student to output similar feature maps to that of the teacher, without introducing any
dimension uniform units. During the inference phase, we convert PCP blocks to light convolutional layers by using structural re-parameterization. Consequently, a student holding the
same depth to the teacher but lighter computations is acquired, which is the so-called TTL
student.Therefore, the novelty of this paper lies in the PCP block, which allows an essential
combination of KD, pruning and re-parameterization technologies to obtain a good trade-off
of accuracy performance and computation cost.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows. (1) We design PCP blocks to slim the
teacher, and PCP blocks can be convenient simplified to light convolutional layers by structural re-parameterization. (2) We propose to jointly apply KD to supervise the PCP based
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student for avoiding an unconstrained pruning. (3) Extensive experiments show that our JDP
method outperforms state-of-the-art methods in terms of accuracy and computations.

2
2.1

Related Works
Knowledge Distillation for Object Re-ID

Knowledge distillation (KD) methods [1, 9, 17, 23, 25] have attracted much attention, which
transfers knowledge from heavy networks to light students, accelerating the network without
losing too much accuracy performance. Hinton et al. [9] introduced the idea of temperature
in the network’s outputs to better represent information and adopt a heavy teacher’s output
logit values as soft labels to supervise a light student. In addition to using the teacher’s output logit values, Fitnets [23] firstly uses the output of the teacher’s hidden layers to supervise
the output of student’s hidden layers. After that, many KD methods also use the output of
the hidden layer to transfer knowledge. However, the hidden layer’s feature dimensions are
different because of the architectural differences between students and teachers. Thus, many
KD methods adopt the dimensions align operation (e.g., 1 × 1 convolution) to address this
problem, causing that the student can not comprehensively absorb the teacher’s knowledge.
Many KD methods have been applied in object Re-ID tasks because object Re-ID requires a
high computational cost. For example, CCKD [18] proposes transfers of the instance-level
information and the correlation between instances for person Re-ID. Similarly, MBDL [28]
design a matching behavior difference matrix to ensure the student simulates the teacher network’s matching behaviors relationship for vehicle Re-ID. VKD [19] pins this visual variety
relationship as a supervision signal within a teacher-student framework, the teacher educates
students who observe fewer views. UMTS [10] designs an uncertainty-aware knowledge
distillation loss (UA-KDL), which can efficiently regularize the feature learning at different
semantics levels for object Re-ID. However, these methods still minimize the gap between
students and teachers by designing the knowledge learning methods rather than minimize
the architectural differences to narrow the gap between students and teachers.

2.2

Pruning and Structural Re-parameterization

Pruning techniques can be mainly categorized into unstructured pruning [5, 35] and structured pruning methods [14, 27]. Unstructured pruning [5, 35] methods remove the individual
weights scattered of convolutional layers, while structured pruning methods [14, 27] filter
unimportant channels via group sparse. Therefore, structured pruning are beneficial to slim
a heavy network than unstructured pruning. In practice, pruning are prone to loss accuracy
performance, although fine-tuning for pruned model can recover some performance.
Structural re-parameterization methods [2, 3, 4] decouple the training time and inferencetime by complicating a network during the training phase and converting the complicated
network back into a network of the original scale during the inference phase. The structural
re-parameterization’s basic is that a series of linear operations can be equivalently converted
to one linear operation. For example, Ding et al. [3] proposed the diverse branch block
(DBB) of multiple convolutions in the training phase and equivalently converted DBB to a
single convolutional layer. Structural re-parameterization methods still have room for accelerating inference because they only complicated networks to a network of the original
scale.
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Figure 1: The framework of the proposed JDP method.

3
3.1

Approach
Overview

The framework of JDP is shown in Figure 1, where contains three key components including the designed pruner-convolution-pruner (PCP) block, joint knowledge distillation and
pruning in training phase, and light inference. The PCP block including 1 × 1, K × K, 1 × 1
convolutional layers, which will replace a K × K convolutional layer of the student network
who holds the same teacher network. The number of channels of pruner of the PCP block
can be pruned under the supervision of group LASSO, which indirectly controls the number
of channels of the K × K convolutional layer. Furthermore, to avoid an unconstrained pruning, KD loss is added to supervise the student to promoting the student to learn knowledge
from the teacher. Finally, during the student inference phase, a student holding the same
depth as the teacher but lighter basic blocks can be acquired via simplifying PCP blocks’
re-parameterized [3, 4] to a light K × K convolutional layer, the so-called TTL student.

3.2

The Pruner-Convolution-Pruner Block Using Group LASSO

Inspired by the study of re-parameterized model [3, 4], we construct a pruner-convolutionpruner (PCP) block, which including 1 × 1 convolutional layer, K × K convolutional layer
with a bias term, and 1 × 1 convolutional layer to replace all K × K convolutional layer of
the student that holds the same teacher network. The K × K convolutional layer’s parameters
of the PCP block are the same as the original K × K convolutional layer. The pruner of the
PCP block is initialized as identity matrices to maintain the original output of the K × K
convolutional layer.
The PCP block can equivalently convert into one convolutional layer as follows:
I¯ = Trans(Trans(I2 ~ Trans(I1 )) ~ I3 ),

b̄ = b ~ I3 ,

(1)

where I¯ ∈ RF×C×K×K ∈ and b̄ ∈ RF represent one new convolutional layer and it’s bias.
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Trans(·) is the transpose function, such as Trans(I1 ) is to convert I1 ∈ RD×C×1×1 to I10 ∈
RC×D×1×1 and ~ represent the convolution operator. I1 ∈ RD×C×1×1 and I3 ∈ RF×E×1×1
represent the parameters of first pruner and last pruner. The I2 ∈ RE×D×K×K and b ∈ RE
represent the K × K convolution kernel’s parameters and it’s bias.
From Eq. 1, we can find that the channel number of the K × K convolutional layer of the
PCP block is controlled by the pruner of the PCP block. Therefore, based on the properties
of the PCP block, in the student training phase, the group LASSO is applied to sparse the
pruner of the PCP block to indirectly pruning the K × K convolutional layer. The pruning
loss function is designed as follows:
L pruning (P1 , P2 ) = LI (P1 ) + LO (P2 ),

(2)

where P1 ∈ RD×C×1×1 and P2 ∈ RF×E×1×1 represent the first pruner and last pruner of the
PCP block. LI and LO both is the group LASSO loss function, but LI enforce the input
channel of pruner to realize the channel sparsity for filtering unimportant channels, while LO
is enforce the output channel of pruner to realize the channel sparsity. LI and LO respectively
are formulated as follows:
r
r
E
C
F
D
2
(3)
LI (P1 ) = ∑i=1 ∑ j=1 P1i, j,1,1 ; LO (P2 ) = ∑ j=1 ∑i=1 P22i, j,1,1 .

3.3

Joint Knowledge Distillation and Pruning

To avoid unconstrained pruning, KD is applied to supervise the student to promoting the student learn knowledge from the teacher. First, based on the PCP block, in the student training
phase, the student has the same depth as the teacher but slightly modified the basic block and
trained under the teacher’s supervision. Therefore, the student can comprehensively absorb
knowledge from the teacher because the architectural differences between the student and
the teacher are slight. Such as, an obvious advantage of the slight architectural difference
between students and teachers is that teachers can directly supervise the hidden layer features
of students without requiring any dimension uniform unit (e.g., 1 × 1 convolutional layer).
Thus, KD loss function consists of two parts as follows:
LKD = λ Lkl (zs , zt ) + β Ldl (Fis , Fit )

(4)

where Lkl is the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL) loss [9], which enables the teacher’s
output logit value to supervise the student’s output logit value; Ldl is the straightforward
distance loss function to minimize the distance between the student’s hidden layer features
and the teacher’s hidden layer because it is only to verify the advantages of students with
similar architecture. λ ≥ 0 and β ≥ 0 are both a hype-parameter, respectively, used to control
the contribution of Lkl and Ldl , and their default value are set to 1 and 0.5, respectively. The
distance loss Ldl is formulated as follows:
N

Ldl (Fis , Fit ) = ∑i=1 kFit − Fis k2 ,

1 ≤ i ≤ N.

(5)

where k · k is Euclidean norm function; Fis and Fit represent the output feature by the global
average pool layer of the i-th block of the student and the teacher; N is block number of the
network.
Therefore, during the student training phase, the student’s total loss function as follows:
Lstudent = Llsrce + Ltriplet + λ Lkl + β Ldl + αL pruning ,

(6)
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where Llsrce is cross-entropy loss function with using the label smooth regularization and the
label smooth constant is set to 0.1, as done in [24]; Ltriplet is the triplet loss function using
hard sample exploring strategy [8]. The default value of α is 2 × 10−3 .

3.4

Teacher-Like and Light Student during Inference

According to the re-parameterization formulated in Eq. 1, all PCP blocks can be simplified as
light K × K convolutional layers. Besides, if the channel of the pruner of the PCP block with
a weight value is less than the threshold τ, the corresponding channel is disregard. In this
process, those adjacent layers before and after each PCP are pruned accordingly, as shown in
Figure 1. For example, for the 1 × 1 convolutional layer before PCP, its output can be pruned
because the first pruner of PCP knows the channel weights. As a result, a teacher-like and
light student is constructed during the inference phase.

4

Experiments

To validate our JDP method’s superiority, we conduct amounts of experiments on three large
scale Re-ID datasets, including DukeMTMC-reID [22], MSMT17 [26] and VeRi-776 [13].
In this section, we firstly introduce these datasets, and the experiment implementation details. Then, we compare the proposed JDP with the state-of-the-arts methods. Furthermore,
we conduct ablation experiments to analyze the effectiveness different components of JDP.
Finally, we evaluate the effect of several important hyper-parameters.

4.1

Datasets and Evaluation Protocol

DukeMTMC-reID [22] is a large-scale labeled multi-target multi-camera pedestrian ReID dataset derived from DukeMTMC [22], which includes comprises of 36,411 pedestrian
images of 1,404 identities. It is split into training subset and test subset. The training subset
contains 16,522 training images of 702 identities, while the test subset contains 2,228 query
images of 702 identities and 17,661 gallery images of 1,100 identities.
MSMT17 [26] contains contains 126441 images of 4101 pedestrian identities captured
by 3 indoor cameras and 12 outdoor cameras. It is split into training subset and test subset.
The training subset includes 32,621 training images of 1,041 identities, while the test subset
include 11,659 query images and 82,161 gallery images of 3,060 identities.
VeRi-776 [13] is constructed by 20 cameras in the unconstrained traffic scenarios. VeRi776 is divided into a training subset and a testing subset. The training subset contains 37,746
images of 576 subjects. The test subset includes a probe subset of 1,678 images of 200
subjects and a gallery subset of 11,579 images of the same 200 subjects.
The cosine distance is applied as the similarity metric. The rank-1 identification rate (R1)
[13] and mean average precision (mAP) are used to assess the accuracy performance. Model
parameters (MP), floating-point of operations (FLOPs), and the feature extraction time (FET)
per image [33] are used to measure the model size, the computational complexity and the
real inference time, respectively.

4.2

Implementation Details

The network training configuration has some differences between pedestrian Re-ID task and
vehicle Re-ID task. The common training configuration of the three datasets is as follows.
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Methods

Teacher
Models

Student
Models

MP

DukeMTMC
FLOPs mAP

R1

MP

MSMT17
FLOPs mAP

R1

MP

VeRi-776
FLOPs mAP

R1

FD [21]
ResNet-101 ResNet-101 43.50
CCKD [18] ResNet50 ResNet-18
UMTS [10] ResNet-50 ResNet-50
VKD [19] ResNet-101 ResNet-101
-

6.50
-

76.32 87.07
11.44
-

1.99
-

30.7
-

59.4
25.54 8.13 75.9 95.8
42.50 12.99 80.62 95.53

Teacher
LKD [9]
Fitnets [23]
MBDL [28]
JDP
JDP

6.49
3.66
3.66
3.66
1.94
2.47

77.44
73.27
73.37
76.10
76.36
77.20

6.49
3.66
3.66
3.66
1.45
1.80

54.08
46.55
49.08
50.58
49.81
52.50

77.19
72.52
74.26
74.32
73.57
75.43

ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-50
ResNet-101

ResNet-101
ResNet-34
ResNet-34
ResNet-34
TLL
TLL

43.50
21.54
21.54
21.54
11.05
15.94

88.06
85.86
85.77
87.57
86.94
87.43

43.50
21.54
21.54
21.54
7.58
11.22

43.50 12.99 78.68 95.65
21.54 7.31 75.15 94.76
21.54 7.31 76.42 94.99
21.54 7.31 77.08 95.35
6.08 2.27 77.66 95.35
8.70 2.79 78.51 94.99

Table 1: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on three datasets.
(1) ResNet [6] is applied to evaluate the performance of the proposed JDP. (2) ResNet [6]
using ‘last stride=1’ training trick [16] and pre-trained on ImageNet [12]. (3) The z-score
normalization, random cropping, random erasing [32], and random horizontal flip operations
are implemented for the data augmentation. The probabilities of horizontal flip and random
erasing operations are both set to 0.5. (4) The mini-batch stochastic gradient descent method
[12] is applied to optimize parameters. The mini-batch size is set to 128, including 32 identities, and each identity contains four images. (5) The weight decays are set to 5 × 10−4 ,
and the momentums are set to 0.9. (6) the hyper-parameters τ is set to 1 × 10−3 . (7) The
cosine annealing strategy [15] is applied to the learning rate of the network. Specifically, the
initial learning rate is set to 2 × 10−2 and we adopt the warmup learning strategy and spend
10 epochs linearly increasing the learning rate from 2 × 10−3 to 2 × 10−2 .
There are some different configurations on different datasets. For Duke MTMC-reID
[22] and MSMT17 [26], the special training configuration as follows. (1) the resolution of
input images is set to 256 × 128. (2) The decay epoch of cosine annealing strategy [15] is
set to 50-th epoch and total training epoch is 180. For the VeRi-776 [13], the special training
configuration as follows. (1) the resolution of input images is set to 256 × 256. (2) The decay
epoch of cosine annealing strategy [15] is set to 40-th epoch and total training epoch is 120.

4.3

Comparison with the State-of-the-Art

Table 1 shows the performance comparison of the proposed JDP with the state-of-the-art
methods on three datasets. For a fair comparison, we reproduce some knowledge distillation (KD) methods including logit knowledge distillation (LKD) [9], Fitnets [23] and MBDL
[28]. Given a ResNet-50 [6] as the teacher, JDP outperforms UMTS [10] by +1.70 % in mAP
accuracy on VeRi-776 [13]. Given a ResNet-101 [6] as the teacher, JDP defeats MBDL [28]
by a 2.22% larger mAP and a larger 1.43% mAP on MSMT17 [26] and VeRi-776 [13], respectively. Fitnets [23] uses the same distance loss function to JDP and extra dimension
uniform units (i.e., 1 × 1 convolution) to minimizes the hidden layer features between students and the teacher. However, JDP still outperforms Fitnets [23] on three datasets, e.g., a
1.43 % larger in mAP and a 4.52 G FLOPs fewer computational cost on VeRi-776 [13].
Compared with VKD [19], JDP’s mAP is about 2% lower than that of VKD [19] on VeRi776 [13]. However, we believe this is acceptable, because VKD [19] is a self-distillation
method, which focuses on improving the accuracy performance of the original model (i.e.,
teacher) itself but not educating a lightweight student. In contrast, our JDP aims to learn
a lightweight student and to maintain accuracy performance. As a result, given the same
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Figure 2: The FET per image results on the test subset of MSMT17 [26].
Methods

Teacher

Student

Teacher
ResNet-101
JDP without PCP ResNet-101
TLL
JDP without KD
TLL
JDP without DL ResNet-101
TLL
JDP
ResNet-101
TLL

PCP LASSO KL DL MP (M) FLOPs (G) mAP

!
!
!

!
!
!
!

!

!

!
!

!

43.50
7.19
4.79
5.18
8.70

12.99
2.21
1.41
1.52
2.79

78.68
73.75
73.08
76.00
78.51

R1
95.65
93.89
93.68
94.82
94.99

Table 2: Ablation studies on VeRi-776 [13]. The teacher of methods is the teacher of JDP.
KL and DL are KL loss and distance loss.
teacher (i.e., ResNet101), VKD [19] defeats the teacher but does not compress the teacher,
and our JDP drops by 0.17% mAP but greatly compresses the teacher, i.e., we save 78.52%
of FLPOs and 80.00% parameters on VeRi-776 [13].
The feature extraction time (FET) [33] per image is applied to evaluate the proposed JDP
method’s inference speed on one V100 32G GPU. The results are shown in Figure 2. We can
see that our TTL student is consistently faster than the ResNet-101 teacher under different
batch size settings. The ResNet-101 teacher has the best 20.9µs FET performance when
batch size is set to 1024, while our TTL student holds the best 4.9µs FET performance when
batch size is set to 3584, which illustrates our TTL student’s inference time only 23.4% of
the ResNet-101 teacher’s inference time.

4.4

Ablation Experiments

We conduct ablation experiments to analyze the effectiveness of different components of
JDP on VeRi-776 [13]. We gradually increase each component to JDP respectively including
the PCP block, the group LASSO loss, the KL loss and the distance loss (denoted as DL).
Ablation experimental results are shown in Table 2.
Firstly, from Table 2, compared to other ablation results, we can see that the performance
of JDP without the PCP block is not competitive. For example, compared to JDP without DL,
the computation cost of JDP without the PCP block wastes 28.67% model parameters and
31.22% FLOPs, but the MAP accuracy performance is reduced from 76.00 % to 73.75 %. It
demonstrates that the PCP block is crucial to make a good balance of accuracy performance
and computation cost.

9
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: The influence of α value on the performance of JDP. (a) The influence of α value
on the FLOPs performance. (b) The influence of α value on the model parameters performance. (c) The influence of α value on the mAP performance.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: The influence of τ value on the performance of JDP. (a) The influence of τ value on
the FLOPs performance. (b) The influence of τ value on the model parameters performance.
(c) The influence of τ value on the mAP performance.
Secondly, comparing to JDP without KD, we can find that the KL loss is applied to JDP,
causing the mAP accuracy performance to rise from 73.08 % to 76.00 %, but the computation
cost is slightly increased. Furthermore, the DL loss is added to JDP. The mAP accuracy
performance rises from 76.00 % to 78.51%. It demonstrates that KD can prevent the PCP
block from losing many essential channel parameters and improving student performance.
Thirdly, comparing with the teacher, we acquire a teacher-like and light (TLL) student,
which saves 80.00% model parameters and 78.52% FLOPs, while the mAP accuracy performance only drops by 0.17%. This result shows that our method can make a good balance of
accuracy performance and computation cost.

4.5

Parameter Analysis

The influence of LASSO loss weight α. There are key hyper-parameters α in Eq .6 in the
proposed JDP. We test different values of α on three datasets to explore the impact of the
α value on TLL student’s performance. The experimental results are shown in Figure 3,
where we can see that as the α value increasing, the accuracy performance of JDP decreases
slightly, but the computational performance increases significantly. For example, when the
α value increases from 1 × 10−3 to 5 × 10−3 on DukeMTMC-reID [22], the FLOPs performance of the TLL student gradually declines from 4.3 G to 1.1 G. At the same time, the
mAP accuracy performance of the TLL student is just reduced by 1.8%. It demonstrates that
the proposed JDP has good robustness to the α value and can accelerating the student under
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: The finally number channel of the K × K convolution of student using JDP. (a)
The number of input channel of the K × K convolution of student. (b) The number of output
channel of K × K convolution of student.
the premise of preserving the accuracy performance of the student as much as possible.
The influence of pruning threshold τ. The larger τ, the more channels the more channels would be pruned, resulting in lower computational cost and more performance loss.
From Figure 4, we can observe this situation. Especially, when τ surpasses 2.5 × 10−2 , mAP
performance drops sharply on three datasets. For example, the JDP’s mAP performance
drops sharply by 39.9% on VeRi-776 [13] when the τ value increases from 2.5 × 10−2 to
3 × 10−2 . As a result, τ is recommended to be less than 2.5 × 10−2 .
To understand how JDP pruning convolution channel, the final width of each K × K
convolutional layer of the TLL student is shown in Figure 5. We can find that the deeper
the convolutional layer, the more number of channels is reduced. For example, comparing
with the input channel number of the 31-th block of the original network, the input channel
number of the 31-th block of the TLL student saves 511 channel numbers on VeRi-776
[13]. Similarly, comparing with the output channel number of the 32-th block of the original
network, the output channel number of the 32-th block of the TLL student saves 511 channel
numbers on MSMT17 [26].

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose JDP method that acquires a teacher-like and light (TLL) student. Specifically, we consider to reduce the architectural differences between students and
teachers to minimize the gap between students and teachers. Thus, we design a prunerconvolution-pruner (PCP) block, which is applied to replace all K × K convolutional layers
of the student to acquire a teacher-like student with the same depth as the teacher but slightly
modified the basic block in the student training phase. Meanwhile, the teacher-like student
is jointly supervised by the KD loss and group LASSO loss functions. The KD loss function
promotes the student to learn knowledge from the teacher to avoid unconstrained pruning.
The group LASSO loss function enforces the pruners of the PCP block to realize the channel
sparsity for filtering unimportant channels. In the student test phase, the pruner of the PCP
block is pruned, and all PCP blocks will convert to a light K × K convolutional layer. At last,
the teacher-like will convert into a TLL student. Extensive experiments show that our JDP
method outperforms state-of-the-art methods in terms of accuracy and computations.
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